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Many of earlier and recent results obtained for p-spaces and their relatives can be extended by 
using a simple and natural concept (relative compactness) which was define&and investigated in an 
earlier paper of the author. 
In the present paper extensions of recent metrization theorems concerning p-spaces are dealt 
with. A recent metrization theorem of J. Nagata is extended to relative compactness. Under the 
assunqtion of the continuum hypothesis A.V. Arhangel’skil’s problem asking whether a space, 
each subspace of which is a paracompact p-space, contains a dense metrizable subspace, is solved 
affirmatively (and for the generality of relative compactness). Some results concerning the 
behaviour of the first axiom of countability and its generalizations under relative compactness are 
also included. 
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Introduction 
In order to extend some results obtai,rred both for compact and metric spaces, 
recent authors often use the idea of relating compact subsets to the topology of a 
space by means of a special cover or a collection of covers. (See [l, 6,8-11,13,16, 
17), e.g..) Spaces oljtained in this wa,y are, among others, p-spaces of A.V. 
Arhangel’skiI and paracompact p-spaces (or paracompact M-spaces) invented 
independently by Arhangel’skiI and the Japanese school of general topology. 
It turned out in the author’s paper [7] that a number of results obtained in such 
manner can be extended by using a simple and natural assumption, which is relative 
compactness, instead of the idea described above. (See [7] or Lemma 1.1 in this 
paper for a definition of relative compactness.) The aim of the present paper is to 
provide metrization theorems concerning relative compactness. 
n Section 1 we give some characterizations of relative compactness and deduce 
that paracompactness i  preserved by relative compactness. The main result in this 
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paragraph is an extension of a recent heorem of Nagata [161 to relative compactness 
(Theorem 1.5 .). 
In Section 2 we consider spaces with the property that the topology of every 
subspace of them is compact relative to a weaker to with character (or 
tightness)< K. Our results in this paragraph are mai ralizations of some 
theorems of Arhangel’sk higher cardinalitye 
The aim of Section 3 is ve an affirmative answer to roblem 4 in Arh 
assumption of the continuum hypothesis. 
he generalized continuum hypothesis we p 
this prrsblem for the generality yielded by relative compactness and for higher 
cardinality. Results of the first two paragraphs are intensively used. 
Finally, Section 4 is devoted to corollaries including Hodel’s generalization of 
Nagata’s theorem to cardinal invariants and the posi ive answer to Arhangel’skiYs 
problem. 
Remarks on terminology and notation. Throughout he paper K and h denote infinite 
cardinaIs. Regular spaces are always upposed to be rr spaces. Given a topological 
space (X, r), let 9(x:1 denote the neighbourhood filter of a point x in (X, r), cla 
denote the closure of a subset A in (X, r) and 7~ denote the subspace topology on 
A. Given a family ‘$I of subsets of X, let cl,% denote the set n&A: A in a}. (If g is 
a filter-base, then cl,% is t e set of its cluster points in ‘t.) 
I. Extension of a% theorem to relative camp 
We begin with some definitions. The metrizability degree of a topological space 
@, T) is the smallest infinite cardinal I( such that (X, 7) has a &ocally finite base, i.e. 
an (open) base which is the union of at most K locally finite families of (X, 7). By 
virtue of the classical Nagata-Smirnov metrization theorem, regular spaces .with 
metrizability degree o are exactly the metrizable spaces. For a discussion of the 
metrizability degree see Hodel [ 111. The paracompactnem degree of a space (X, T) is 
the smallest infinite cardinal K such that every open cover of (X, 7) has a M-locally 
finite open refinement in (X9 7). Note that a regular space is paracompact if and only 
if its paracomyactness degree is w. (See Michael [ 141.) Ll:t X be a non-void set, let @ 
be a family of subsets of X, and A be a fixed subset of The pojntw& cardjnajjgy of 
@ on A is the smallest infinite cardinal KY such that ev ement of A is contained in 
at most K members of a. The pointwise cardinality of on X is called shortly the 
pointwise cardinality of @. We say that @ its point-countable (on A) if & has 
ointwise cardinality o (on A). Finally, let us call a c tier @ of a topological space 
[X, 7) separating (resp. stro@y separaiting j if for every pair of distinct points JC, y in 
X, there is a C in @ with x E G, y & G (resp. x E G, y& cl,Q). 
e Let r am ‘P’ be two topologies defined on tha xme non-void set X. l%en the 
following conditions me equivalent. 
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(i) Ever!) ultrafilter, which is concergent in T’, also converges in T (i.e. r is compact 
(iii) Every filter-base, which has a cluster point in T’, has a cluster point in r, rtoo. 
@ii) For every r-open cover @ of X, and for every point x in X, there is a 
bourhood of x which is covered by a finite subfamily of C% 
. (iH(ii). Let @ be a filter-base having a cluster point x in 7’. Then $j u B’(x) hi; 
the rinite intersection property, so there is an ultrafilter U with U 2 6 u p’(x). Then *Y 
is a limit point of U in T’, and this implies that U converges in r, too. Thus cl,U ‘(a 
fortiori cl,@) is non-void, i.e. 6 has a cluster point in 7. 
(ii:+(iii). Suppose indirectly that there is a r-open cover @ of X and a point :I: in X 
such, that no member of the neighbourhood filter g’(X) of x in 7’ is covered by a finite 
subfamily of (85, i&e. x is a cl.mster point of the filter-base 
@* =:= {X - U@, : @If is a finite subfamily of 04) in 7’. Thus @* has a cluster point in 7, 
in contradiction with 
cl,@*i=mX-G:G in a}=@. 
(ii:i:)+i). Let U b e an ultrafilter in X with a limit point x in 7’. Suppose indirectly 
that U has no limit points in 7, i.e. for each point y in X there is a T-open subset V,, of 
X with y E V,,, V-,, &U. By virtue of (iii) there IS a T’-neighbotirhood V: of x, and a 
finite subfamily ( Vi : i = 1, . . . , n} of the cover {V,,: y E X) such that V: c 
UP I’ l i: I= 1 9***5 n}. Since V:EU we infer that I_J{Vi:i=l,...,n}EI& in 
contradiction with Vi @ It, i = 1, . . . , n. 
Theorem 1.2. If the topology of a space (X, 7:) is compact relative to a weaker topohgy 
r’ on X with paracompactness degree 6 K, 
#-open cover 8 of X such every member V of 8 is covered by a finite subfamily & 
of @5. Since 7’ has paracompactness degree SK, we may assume that % is &&caily 
finite in 7’. Since :r’ is weaker than 7, %3 is a r-open cover of X which is Ec-locally finite 
in r, too. Now for each V in 8 let us put @“,={Gr\ V: G in a~]. Then G” = 
u(@$: V in @} is clearly a r-open refinement of (8 which is K-locally finite im T. 
.3. Suppose that the topology of a space (X, r) is compact relative to a topology 
T’ on X, and % is a network for r’ (in the sense of Arhangel ‘skii) such that 9 is close d 
under finite intersecti~*ms and !32 is strongly separating in (X, T), Then $32 is a network fcv 
7, too. 
of. Suppose indirectly that there is a point x in X and a St-open subset V of X 
containing x such that no member of $37, ={N in % : x E N} is contained in v1 Then 
the family %,*= . %, (I {X - V’) has *the finite intersection property and therefore it is . 
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contained in a filter-base Jij. Since ‘J1, c 6 we infer that x is a cluster point o 
and by relative compactness @ has a cluster point in 7, too. On the other hand, 
making use of the assumption that 5% is strongly separating, it follows that 
cl.,@ c cl,%x n (X - V) = {x] (7 (X - $‘) = 0, 
a contradiction. 
emma 1.4, Let us suppxe that the topology of a space (X, Y) is compact relative to a 
weaker topology 7’ on X with me&ability degree SK, and that & is a separating 
r-open cover of X with pointwise cardinal@ SK. Then & has a Ir-open refinement a” 
sxh that 
(a) W is ~-locally fi rtite in 7; 
(b) eve? member oj’ 65 is the union of some memberc *rf 65” (thus C&S* is also a 
sepa,pating cover). 
Proof. We sinall need the following well-known lemma of MislSenko [ 151. 
If X is a non-void set and ,@ is a family of subsets of X such that 9 has pointwise 
cardinality SK on a subset A 0% X then A has at most K finite minimal covers by 
members of !R. 
Now let 23’ = uE3& ; a c:. K} be a base for 7’ such that each ‘8: is locally finite in T’. 
For each member B’ in ‘23’ denote by 6~. the collection of all finite minimal covers of 
B’ by members of 6% By virtue of MisEenko’s lemma, I&j < K for every B’ in ‘a’, and 
thus the family 
CBe* ={G in 63: there is a cover i in Gs~a with G E i} 
has cardinality SK, too. Let &B’ = {G&B’): fl C K}, with repetitions permitted. Since 
T’ is weaker than T it follows that 
(35 a0 =(GB(B’)c~ B’: B’ in 23:) 
is a a-open family of subGets of X which is locally finite in T, Thus 
is K-loCal?y finite in 7. 
To prove (b), it suffices to show that if x E Got (2% then there is a member Gx in 6-5” 
with x E Gx c Go. To prove this, let 
@[xl = {\G in a: xE G) LJ (Go}. 
Since @.I is separating we infer that @[xl is a T-open cover of X. Making use of Lemma 
1.1 (iii) it follows that there is a member ’ in B’ such that x E I?’ ard 9’ is covered by 
a finite subfamily in* of @$[x]. We may assume that iB* :,s a minimal cover of B’, i.e. 
igl E &B’. By definition of %[A ] we conclude that Go E is f and thexfore Go E (45~‘. Let 
us put G, = Go n B’, then 6, E a*, x E G% c Go. The proof is complete. 
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T l If the topology of a regular space (X, r) is compact rela,tive to a weaker 
topoloi;y 7’ on X with met&ability degree 6 K, and (X, T) has a separating open cover 
of pointwise cardinal@ s K, then (X, r) has metrizability degree =~c. 
roof. We shall prove first that (X, 7) has a K-locally finite network. By virtue of 
Lemma 1.4, there is a separating r-open cover @ = U{(& : Q! < K) of X such that 
each @, is locally finite in 2‘. Making use of Theorem 1.2 we infer that for each a c K 
there is a r-open cover U, = U{U,,, : p < K} of X such that each U,p is locally finite in 
T and that every member of U, intersects only a finite number of members in a,. For 
each cy, @ C K, let us define 
‘RYP ={U-G: UEU,~~ GE@&}. 
Clearly, every \37,~ is locally finite in r and !%* = U(s9&: a5 $3 < K} is strongly 
separating in 7. Let B’ denote a base for (X, T’) which is K-locally finite in 7’ (thus in ci”, 
too), and let % be the family of all finite intersections of members in ‘@’ u %*. It can be 
easily seen that 91 is &ocally finite in r and that $32 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 
1.3. Thus % is a K-locally finite network for r. 
Mow, let @* = ‘8 u 8. We shall prove that for each G in a*, there is a family ‘93~ 
of T-open subsets of X such that & is K-lOCally finite in r, U& = G, and cl,B c G 
for each B in 8~. Indeed, since (X, 7) is regular and has a K-1OCdly finite network we 
infer that every member G in a* is the union of a ia&ly ft; of its T-closed subs,ets 
with 1 fcl s K. For each F in fc let %F be a ~-open cover of .F such that cl++4 c G for 
every A in ‘8~. Making use of Theorem 1.2 we may assume that ‘& is K -locally finite 
in 7. Finally, ‘BG = U(&: F in f;;} satisfies our conditions. 
L,et ‘23 denote the family of all finite intersections of members in j-1(‘&: G in tB*). 
One can easily check tnat ‘8 is K-locally finite in 7 and satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 1.3. Thus !B is a K-hally finite open network i.e. a base for (X, 7). 
2, On the first axiom of countabihy and its generalizations 
First of all let us recall some definitions. Let (X, 7) be a topological space, let x be 
an arbitrary point of X. Denote by x(x, X, 7) and $(x, X, r) the character and the 
pseudocharacter of x in r, respectively. The tightness of x in T, denoted t(x, X, r), is 
defined to be the smallest inflnite cardinal K such that for every subset A of X w&h 
x E cl~, there rs a subset Al of A with fAll G K and x E cl& li. The character #(X, Y) 
of (Y, 7:) is su$a(x, X, 7): x E X}. The pseudocharacter :resp. the tightness of (X, r), 
denoted $(X, 7) resp. t(X, r), can be defined in a similar manner. 
The bitightntiss of (X, T), denoted bt(X, 71, is defined to be the smallest infinite 
cardinal K such that for every not T-closed subset A of X, there is a point x in cl+4 -A 
and a family @ of subsets of A such that 
(a) IfiSK foreachpinv; 
(b) ~‘@~~~rc ; 
(c) n cl,P ={x}. 
PE% 
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Let A be a non-void subset of X A family % of T-open subsets of X is said to be a 
base for A in 7 if A if f-)8 and for every r-open subset U with /I c U there is a 
member V in % with A c V c U. The smallest infinite cardi 1 K such that there is a 
base for A in 7 of cardinality SK is called ths character of A We say that (X 4 is 
of p&t-n qpe if for every point x in X there is a compact subset C of (X, T) such that 
x E C and C has character SK in 7. Spaces of point-o t e are called spaces of 
point-countable type. 
a 2.1. If’ the topology of a regular spats (X, T) is compact rdative to a weaker 
topology 7) on X with x(X, 8)s K, then (X, T) is of point-K type. 
roof. Let x be an arbitrary poiut of X, let 8’ be a neighbour sod base of x in 8 with 
If8’lGu. By the regularity of (X, 7) we can assign to every member V’ in B’ a sequence 
@VP == { Vn : n < O} of T-open subsets uch that V~J c V’, and 
x E vn+l c Cl,V,+l c vn (n = 0, 1, . . .). 
Let 8 be the family of all finite intersections of members in u(%&: V’ in @‘}. 
Now C = n!Y3 is a T-closed subset containing x, and C is evidently compact in 7’. 
Making use of Proposition 1.1 in [7] (which states that relative compactness i
preserved in T-closed subspaces) we infer that C is compact in T, too. Since (‘@js~ 
clearly, it is enou h to prove that 8 is a base for C in T. Suppose indirectly that there 
is a T-open subset U of X with C c U and such that no member of 8 is contained in 
U. Then 8 u {X - U} ha,s the finite intersection property; thus it is contained in a 
filter-base 6. Since each member of @’ contains a member of 8 we infer that 
x E cS&. By Lemma 1.1 (ii) it follows that cl& # 8, while on the other hand 
a contradiction. 
2.2 If every subspace ofa regular space (X, T) is of point-K type, then 
(a) t(X, 7)s K ; 
(b) bt(X, 7)s K. 
roof. We shall make use of the following result of Arhangel’skil [S]: 
(*) For every infinite compact T2 space (X*, 7*), t(X*, or*) = sup{h : there is a free 
sequence of length A in (X*, ~*)j. 
(Recall that a transfinit ssequence S == {xa : Q < A} of points of a topological space 
(X”, ‘t*) is called a free sequence of length A if cl,*{+: <CY}ncl,*{$zj:~~cu}=fl 
icor exh ar < A.) 
Now let (X, 7) be a space satisfying the con&l ns of our theorem. 
uh; suppose indirectly that there is a point x E and a subset A of 
and IHI G K, then x& ~$4~. 
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Let Y = A w {x}. By the assumptions OS our theorem, there is a compact subset C 
of (Y, my) such that x E C and .C has character SK in 71’. Since any isolated point of 
(C, TC) has character SK in TY, (ii) implies that x E cl&C -{xl) and t(x, C, ~~j> K. 
Thus we can :lpply (*) to obtain that there is a Ifrz sequence § = {xa: Q! c K+} of 
length K+ in (C, ~cj. Since (C, 7~) is compact we infer that S has a complete 
accumulation point x* in (C, rcj. From the definition of a free sequence it follows 
th<at x* & S. 
Let M = {x*} LJ S. By assumption there is a compact subset C* of (-lM, r~j such that 
x* e C* and C* has character s.u in TM. Since (S, Q) is a discrete space we infer that 
(C*, ~c*j is the one-point compactification of the discrete space (D*, r~*j, where 
DT = C* -{x*1. Since the one-point compactification of a discrete space cannot 
contain any uncountable free sequence, it follows that IC*( < W. Taking into account 
that C* has character SK in (I@ TR+;) we conclude that there is an cy C K + such that 
x* E cl,(+: /3 01~ a!}, in contradiction with the assumption that x* is a complete 
accumulation point of S in (C, 7~). 
Finally, (bj easily follows from (a) by appl; Ing ,the following assertion from Hodel 
[lo]: 
If a regular space (X”, T*) is of point-K type and IX*1 s: K then x(X*, T*) s K. 
Theorem 2.3 (aSCHj. If every subspace of a regular space (X, r j is ofpoint+ type* then 
there is a ?-open subset Y* of Xsuch that Y” is dense in (Xi 7) and x(y, X, 7)~ K for 
each y in Y*. 
Proof. We shall make use of the follo?xr:.:,d, theorem of Arhangeil’skii [4]: 
(t>CHj. If a regular space (X*, r*) with bt(X$, r*js K is of point-K type, then 
1.x 5X*: x(x, X*, r*jsG K} is dense in (X”, r*). 
Now let (.x, T) be a space sartisfying the conditions of our theorem, let Y = 
{x E X: x(x, X, 7) 6 K}, and let Y* denote the T-interior of Y. Suppose indirectly that 
there is a popen subset G of X with Y* n G = 0. Then 2 = G - Y is dense in G. By 
virtue of Theorem 2.2 and the above-mentioned theorem of Arhangel’skil, there is a 
point z in 2 with x(z, 2, ~z) = K. Since (X, ‘P) is a regular space and 2 is dense in G 
we conclude that x(z, X, 7)s K, in contradiction with z & Y. 
Corollary 2.6. Suppose that the topology of every subspace (Y, 7~) of a regular space 
(X, 7) is compact relative to a weaker topology & on Y with x(Y, 7;) s K. Then 
(a) t(X, 7)e K ; 
(bj bt(X, 7)s K ; 
(cj if GCH holds, then there is a cr-open subset Y* of Xsuch the;: Y* is dense i
(X, 7) and x(y, XT)< K for each y in Y*. 
y virtue of Lemma 2.1, our assertions follew from eorE 
The0re.m 2.3, respectively. 
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emarks. (1) Theorem 2,3 is an extension of Theore*m 9 in Arhangel”ski1 [6] to 
higher cardinality. 
(2) Let us mention without prooi that the conditions of Corollary 2.4 (a) Qtan be 
weakened so that the following stronger and more symmetric theorem holds: 
If the topology of every subspace (Y9 7~) of a regular space (X, I) is compact 
relative to a weaker topology 7’~ on Y with t( YI, +&)c cc, then (X, 7) has tightness 
< - K. 
.A more general (local) version of this theorem is the foilowing theorem. 
Let (X, 7) be a regular space, let x be an arbitrary point of X. Suppose that for each 
subset Z of X with x E Z n cl&Z -(x)), there is a subset Y of X such that 
(1) XE YcZ; 
(2) x E cL(Y-(xl); 
(3) the topology of the subspace (Y, TY) is compact re!ative to a weaker topology 
T; on Y with t(x, Y, 7;)s K. 
Thea 5(x, x, 7. jS K, 
One can easily observe that this latter theorem is a generalization of 
Arhangel’skil’s characterization of very-k-spaces ([3]), too. 
3. ~~n~epning ~~~~~gei’ski~‘s problem 
Lemma 3.1. S~qqos;e that the topology of every subspace ( sy) of a regular space 
(X, T) is compact relative to a weaker topology 7’~ on Y with ~~t~i~ability degree SK. 
Then there is a T-open cover @ of X such that 
(3) & has pointwise ca~dina~~ty SK ; 
(b) for each poirtt x in X, 
is compact in T and 65, i= (G in a: x E 0) is a base for C,. 
Proof. Let 8’ be a K-locally finite base for the :ops:ogy r;( = r’, and let us construct a
sequence 
!Jf y-open covers of X as fohows. a0 = 3’. If Q5, is already efined then, by virtue of 
‘Theorem 1.2 and the regularity of (X, T), we can assign to each member G in @, a 
faaAfv 3~; of T-open subsets <-pi X such that @4~ isthe union of at msst K point finite 
families, U&, ;f (7, and cl,G1 c G for every Gr in 65,. Let us put 
FinaDy3 let @ be the family of ah finite intersections of members in U(@, : rz c a}. 
@ satisfies (a) cleariy. T c ;rrove (b), note first that by its ~e~~it~on @ has the ~ollo~~~~ng 
property: 
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If x E G E a, then there is a member G, in @ with x E GI c cl,G1 c G. 
Then the remaining part of the proof is the same as the second part of the proof of 
Lemma 2.1, writing Cx instead of C and @, instead of ‘83. 
emma 3.2. Let (X, I) be a regular space with character <A and metrizability degree 
oh +. Suppose that the topology of every subspace (Y, 7~) of (X, 7) is compact relative 
to a weaker topology T; on Y with metrizabihty degree =& Then (X, T) contains a 
dense subspace with metrizability degree 6~ 
Proof. L$et 8 = {%3= : Q < A ‘} be a base for (X, 7) such that each 8, is locally finite in 7. 
Let us define an increasing family {& : Q < A ‘} of subsets of X as fo!!ows. 
(a) A”-= 8. 
(b) If Q > 0, and for each p c: CY we have already defined A@, then denote by Bcx 
the set of all points x in X such that xe cl,(U(Ap: p < a}) and the family U{rSp: p C. 
cu} contains a neighbourhood base for x in 7. Let 
-4, =U(Ao: ~~x}uB~. 
Now let us put A = U{&: a CA ‘}. We show that A is dense in (X, 7). Suppose 
indirectly that there is a point x0 with x0 E X -&A. Since x(X* 7&A we infer that 
there is an ordinal cyo < h + such that U{%Js: p < a) contains a neighbourhood base 
for x0 in 7. Since x0& cl+4 it follows from the definition of A,, that x.0 E A,, c A, and 
this is a contradiction. 
Let us now define for each ordinal a! < A + 
a, ={B-cl+4,: B in ‘B,), 
and let 
Clearly, the pointwise cardinality of @ on A does not exceed A. Further, we shall 
prove that for any pair of distinct points n, y in A there is a member G in @ with 
x E G, yg G. Indeed, let b’t* be the smallest ordinal with x E A,*.. Since lJ(sHo: p < 
a”} contains a neighbourhood base for n in T we infer that there is an ordinal y < cy* 
and a member B in BY such that x E B, y& B. Then G = B -cl,A, is a member in @ 
with.leEG, ygG. 
We have proved that (A, 7A) is a dense subspace oi (X, 7) with a separating open 
cover of pointwise cardinaiity GA. Apply Theorem 1.5 to obtain that (A, 7~) has 
metrizability degree <A. 
eore .3 (GGH). Suppose that the topology of every subspace (Y, 7~) of a regular 
space (X, r) is compact relative to a weaker topology &on Y with metrizability degree 
SK. Then (X, 7) contains a dense subspace with metrizability degree SK. 
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roof. By virtue of Clorollary 2.4 (c) we may assume that x(X, r s K. We prove then 
that (X, T) is the union of at most (2”)’ of its subspaces each of which has 
metrizability degree <K. To prove this, let us take a T-open cover @ of X satisfying 
(a) and (b) of Ldemma 3.1. Since x(X, 7) < K we infer by Arhangel’skiI’s famous result 
on the cardinality of compact T2 spaces (see [12, p. 281) that 
(*I for each x E X, Cx = n(G in @: x E G} has cardinality ~2”. 
Now jet Q = (C* : x E X}, and let us define a transfinite sequence {Y*, &,, Xcl : a < 
(2”)‘) by putting (under the agreement UB = 0) 
(i) Ya =x--u{xB: pea}; 
(ii) & is a maximal family of pairwise disjoint members of {C n Ycl: C E @}; 
(iii) Xa = U6,. 
t follows from (* j that for each a < (2”)‘) X, = uXar: y c 2*} and such that the 
trace of @ on A& is a separating cover for each y < 2K. Thus, applying Theorem 1 .S, 
we infer that (Xarw TJQ,) has metrizability degree SK for each y < 2K. It remains only 
to prove that 
X = lJ{Xa: r, < (2’0+}. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a point x E X -u(Xa : a < (2”)“). By the 
maximality of (E, we infer that Cx n Y*+l E Cx A Y, for each clr < (2*)+. Thus 
{C, n Y,: a! c (2” j+} is strictly decreasing, in contradiction with (*). 
Next we prove that ,k, r) has a dense subspace with metrizability degree s(2”)+. 
By the definition of the knetrizsbility degree it can be easily seen that a Tr space with 
metrizabiiity degree SK has a dense subspace which is the union of at most K discrete 
subspaces, Since (X, 7) is the union of at most (2”)+ of its subspaces with metrizability 
degree s K we infer t’nat (X, I) has 3 dense subspace (D, TD) such that D = 
IJ(W* : CY (: (2” j’) with ID, ) TDa j discre-te for each ca < (2”)‘. We shall prove that 
(D, 7~) has metrizability degree d(2”)? By x(D, 7~)s K it follows that, for each 
cy < (2” )+ and x E .DQ, there is a TD-open eighbourhnod base 8, = {I& : p < K} of x 
in 70 with Vfa n Da = {x} for each /3 e K. Since by Theorem 1.2 each subspace of 
(D, 7~) has paracompactness degree SK we infer that, for each a! C (2,)+ and /3 d K, 
there is a Irn-open refinement @t of 8: = { Vg : x E D,} sue tjhat u@t = wt and 
@t is the union of at most K point finite families. Let 
Clearly, @* has pointwise cardinality r(2”)+ and we s show that ($J* is a base 
for (12. 7~). To verify this, let n be an arbitrary point of and U be an arbitrary 
TO-open set containing x. Further, let (Y, p be such that x E Da and x E: V& c U. Since 
VfT, is the only member of %?E containing x we infer that there is a G in @f with 
s E G c V& c U q.e.d. Finally, we can apply either Lemma 1.4 or Theorem 1.5 to 
obta.in that (D, TD) has metrizability degree +2”)+. 
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Since GcR holds, it follows that (X, 7) has a dense subspace with metrizebllity 
tlegree SK++. Thus, applying Lemma 3.2 first with A = K“ and then with A == K, we 
elude that (X, T) has a dense subspace with metrizability degree SK. 
es comer 
-et us denote the weight, Lindeliif degree, metrizability degree and paracom- 
p iciness degree of a topological space (X, b) by w(X, r), L(X, r), m(X, 7) and 
pS .(J<, T), respectively. 
ecall the following definitions. The point separating weight of (X, r), denoted 
p V’ (X, r), is the smallest infinite cardinal K such that (X, T) has a separating open 
CC ~6 r of pointwise cardinality SK. A collection {& : i E I} of open covers of a space 
(i I, 6.a) is called a pluming I”or (X, T) if the following holds: if x E Gi E @& for all i in I, 
t1 tZ!‘p 
;+ cx = n{cl,Ci: i E I} is compact in 7; 
i b,~ (n(cl,Gi: i E J}:J is a fi&e subset of I} 
i9 “1 ‘“base” for Cx, i.e. given any open subset U containing Cx, there is a finite subset J 
of s” l’vith n(&Gi: i E J) = U. In Hodel [IO, 1 l] it is shown that every regular space 
(X. :-) has a pluming {@i: i E I} with 111 Qm(X, T) and that a TychonofF space is a 
p-qsz ce in the sense of Arhangel’skiI (see [ 11) if and oniy if it has a pluming with 
14 3: ti:l;. The pluming degree of a regular space (X, a), denoted pl(X, T), is the smallest 
in%&e cardinal K such that (X, T) has a pluming {&: i E I} with 14 s K. An open 
COVEY 8’ of a space (X, T) is called a K-basis for (X, r) if for each point x in & there 
exlsr: a compact subset Cx of (X, r) such that for every r-neighbourhood V of Cx, 
therf: is a member B in %j’ with x E Id c &/. The K-weight of (X, T), denohted Kw(X, T), 
is tt%e smallest infinite cardinal K such that there is a K-basis for (X, r) of cardinality 
six is.ee [13]). We shall need the following assertion. 
c&i8n 4.1. If {&: i E I} is a plumingfor a space (X, T) and for each i in I @T is 
an ~p,?n refinement of @i in (X, T), then {a:: i E I) is also a pluming for (X, 7). 
P . Our assertion foPows from PrcDosition 4.2 in Hodelf 1 l]. 
sry 4.2, If a regular space (X, T) has a K -locally finite K-basis and 
p!.&X, T) S K, then (X, I) has metrizability degree GK. 
I~YC,E!O f. LetB’ be a K-basis for (X, T) which is K-loCally finite in T. 13~ Proposition 4.1 
in f ‘?‘I T is compact relative to the topology T’ in X generated by @’ as a subbase. -Now, 
@’ in: a subbase for (X, T’) which is K-&ally finite in x9 Note that by Lemma 1 .l (iii)of 
i.5 [laper it follows that every family which is locally finite in T, is also iocal’ly finite in 
I’ &IX~ T’ has metrizability degree SK and we can apply Theorem I.!?. 
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Since X is compact and C and 13 are intefsectiollS of finite utions of sets in Y, we can 
take C and B to be finite intersections of finite unions Of sets in 9, or, what is the 
same, finite unions of finite intersections of sets in 5? 
Since C n 5% =@, each of the finite intersections composing C has an empty 
~~te~e~tion with &. Now 9 is binary and therefore we can replace these finite 
intersections by single sets of 9, Hence we m;ry suppose that C is a finite union of 
elements of 9, Sim~ar~y we can take JJ as a finite union of elements of 3? 
(in) 3 (i). This is a consequence of a theorem of De Croat and Aarts [13]. 
(i) @(iii). The simple proof is left to the reader. ff 
This theorem rsow implies the following revokable fact, which was first observed 
by De Groat [K]. 
Proof, This is a consequ~ce of the deep result of Strok and Szyma~sk~ [16] that 
every compact metric space is super~ompa~t. ICJ 
Using this theorem we can derive a rather remarkable characterization of the 
Cantor discontinuum C. We call a graph ( V, E) 1~~~11~ knife if for all tt E V the set 
{w E Vj{v, w)E Et is finite. 
(6&(ii). By Theorem 2.3 X is homeomorphic to the graph space sof the 
following graph (cf. De Groat [12]): 
0 0 0 
I I I . . . 
0 0 0 
(iij 3 (i). We are going to show that X is a compact metric totally disconnected 
space without isolated points, whence it will follow that is homeomorphic to the 
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